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UTAH PUBLIC TRANSIT DISTRICT ACT

History: C. 1953, 11-19-35, enacted by L.
1974, ch. 4, § 12; L. 1983, ch. 40, § 27.
Amendment Notes. - The 1983 amendment substituted "within the project area" in

11-19-35

the first sentence of Subsection (1) for "either
within or without the project area"; and added
Subsections (5) and (6).

CHAPTER 20
UTAH PUBLIC TRANSIT DISTRICT ACT
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Section
11-20-23. Hearing - Technical rules of evidence not to apply.
11-20-24. Hearing - Proceedings to be of
record - Review.
11-20-25. Decision of board - Findings of
fact.
11-20-26. Safety regulations - Transportation department.
11-20-27. Traffic laws applicable.
11-20-28. Bond issues and other indebtedness
authorized.
11-20-29. Participation in federal programs
authorized.
11-20-30. Employee rights and benefits extended under federal law to
apply.
11-20-31. Employees may organize and bargain collectively - Strikes prohibited - District to enter into
bargaining agreements.
11-20-32. Labor disputes to be submitted to
arbitration
Selection of
board - "Labor dispute" defined - Parties to share expense.
11-20-33. Acquisition of existing public transit systems - Rights and benefits of employees preserved.
11-20-34. Agreements with state or public
agency.
11-20-35. Limitation on indebtedness of district - "Indebtedness" defined.
11-20-36. Investment of district funds.
11-20-37. Elections - State laws to apply.
11-20-38. Board of directors - Selection Appointment - Qualifications
- Quorum - Compensation Terms.
11-20-39. Board of directors - Powers and
duties.
11-20-40. District officers - Appointment Duty - Compensation - Oath
- Bond.
11-20-41. General manager - Duties Qualifications - Term and removal - Salary to be fixed.
11-20-42. General manager Additional
powers and duties.
11-20-43. Certification of assessed valuation
of property by county auditor.
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Section
11-20-44. Annual tax levy - Election.
11-20-45. Collection of taxes - Same manner
as county taxes generally.
11-20-46. Collection of taxes - Counties may
withhold percentage for services rendered.
11-20-47. Collection of taxes - Enforcement
of liens - Sales and redemptions - Disposition of proceeds.
11-20-48. Annexations to or consolidations
with municipalities
already
within district.
11-20-49. Withdrawal from district.
11-20-50. Conflict of interests prohibited Violation - Penalty.
11-20-51. Members of board subject to recall.
11-20-52. Board may promulgate additional
rules and regulations.

11-20-1.

Section
11-20-53. Action by ordinance permitted.
11-20-54. Fiscal year - Annual statement of
revenues and expenditures to
be prepared.
11-20-55. Title to vest in district - Property
used for transportation exempt
from taxation.
11-20-56. Claims against district - Requirements - Limitations.
11-20-57. Claims against district - Property
exempt from execution - Court
may require tax levy.
11-20-58. District may issue bonds under
Utah Municipal Bond Act.
11-20-59. Funding districts - Ceiling exempt tax.

Short title.

This act shall be known and may be cited as the Utah Public Transit District Act.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 1.
Meaning of "this act". - The term "this
act," referred to in this section, apparently

refers to Laws 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12, which
enacted this section and §§ 11-20-2 to
11-20-58.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. -

C.J.S. - 13 C.J.S. Carriers §§ 567 to 577.
Key Numbers. - Carriers ,s,, 10, 12(4), 262.

14 Am. Jur. 2d Carriers

§§ 849 to 858.

11-20-2.

Legislative

findings -

Purpose

of Chapter.

The Legislature hereby finds and declares:
(1) that the predominant part of the state's population is located in its
rapidly expanding metropolitan and other urban areas which generally
cross the boundary lines of local jurisdictions and often extend into two or
more counties;
(2) that usage of present public urban transit systems has been declining while cost of operation has been increasing, so that present public
transit systems have been forced to curtail services rendered, and their
plans and equipment have been deteriorating with the result that they
are unable to provide the type of service needed by citizens and are unable to plan, establish and co-ordinate area-wide metropolitan public
transit systems;
(3) that the welfare and vitality of urban areas, the satisfactory movement of people within these areas, the lessening of traffic congestion and
the effectiveness of housing, tourist, highway and other governmental
programs, are being jeopardized thereby; and
(4) that the· problems involved in adequately furnishing public urban
transportation for the present and future needs of the people of the state
are of such magnitude and complexity that the various urban transit
systems, municipalities and counties acting individually, lack the ability,
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finances and jurisdiction to resolve, establish and co-ordinate urban
transportation.
Therefore, it is essential to establish a public agency known as a transit
district which can operate in its own right and authority and exercise jurisdiction without being restricted to municipal corporate or county limits, governed by representatives of the governmental units lying within the district.
It is the purpose of this act to provide the means necessary for mass transportation of persons presently and in the future.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 2.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-3.

Act to be liberally construed.

This act shall be liberally construed to carry out the objects and purposes
and the declared policy of the state of Utah as in this act set forth.
History: (,. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 3.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-4.

Definitions.

As used in this chapter:
Cl\)"District" means a public transit district organized under this chapter.
(2) "Public transit" means the transportation of passengers only, and
their incidental baggage by means other than chartered bus, sightseeing
bus, taxi, or other vehicle not on an individual passenger fare paying
basis. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the district
from leasing its buses to private certified public carriers, to prohibit the
district from providing school bus services for transportation of pupils and
supervisory personnel between homes and school and other related school
activities within the area served by the district, or to prohibit the transportation of passengers covered by an elderly or handicapped program
within the district where all or part of the transportation services are
paid for by public funds.
(3) "Public agency" includes the state of Utah and any county, city,
town, district or other public agency or entity created under the laws of
this state, the federal government and any agency thereof.
(4) "Municipality" means any incorporated city or town.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 4;
1971, ch. 18, § 1; 1981, ch. 275, § 1.
Amendment Notes. - The 1981 amendment substituted "chapter" for "act" in the first
sentence and in Subsection (1); substituted "an

elderly or handicapped program" in the second
sentence of Subsection (2) for "a model cities
program"; and made minor changes in phraseology.
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Organization and incorporation
tents of ordinance.

of district-

Con-

Districts shall be organized and incorporated in the following manner:
The legislative body of any county or municipality may pass an ordinance
declaring that the public convenience and necessity require the incorporation
of a district which shall state that it is proposed to incorporate the district
pursuant to this act. The ordinance shall also contain the names of municipalities and a description of the area of any unincorporated area to be included
within the proposed district not within the jurisdiction of the initiating area.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 5.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-6.

Certified copy of ordinance

-

Duty to mail.

It shall be the duty of the clerk or recorder of the legislative body, upon the
effective date of an ordinance as described in§ 11-20-5, to transmit a certified
copy [by] registered mail to the chief officer of each municipality and county
named in the ordinance.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 6.
Compiler's Notes. - The bracketed word

11-20-7.

"by" following "certified copy" was inserted by
the compiler.

Approval or rejection of ordinance - Municipalities and counties to act within sixty days.

Within sixty days after receipt by any municipality or county named
therein of a certified copy of such ordinance, the legislative body of the municipality or county shall either approve or reject it by resolution without alteration or amendment and transmit a certified copy to the clerk or recorder of
the initiating entity. If the legislative body shall fail to act upon the ordinance
within sixty days after receipt of the certified copy, the municipality or county
is deemed to have rejected the ordinance.
History:

11-20-8.

L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 7.

Area-wide

election to be held.

Within 120 days after transmission of the original initiating ordinance, but
not until each municipality and county named therein has acted thereon, or
the 60-day period has expired, the legislative bodies of the municipalities and
counties which have area within the proposed district, including the initiating
entity, shall call and provide for the holding of an election within the area
proposed to be included within the district at which the proposition of the
creation and incorporation of the district shall be submitted to the duly
qualified electors residing within the area for ratification or rejection. However, nothing contained in this section prohibits the calling and holding of
that election as part of a general election.
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History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 8;
1981, ch. 274, § 1.
Amendment Notes. - The 1981 amend-

11-20-9.

Ordinances

11-20-11

ment added the last sentence; and made minor
changes in phraseology and style.

calling for election -

Contents.

The election shall be called by ordinance by the governing bodies of the
municipalities and counties approving the original ordinance, including the
initiating entity. The ordinance shall contain: (1) the names of all municipalities and counties which have approved the original initiating ordinance; (2)
the day when the election shall be held which shall be the same day in all
municipalities and counties; (3) the time for opening and closing polls; (4) the
manner of voting for or against the proposition; (5) a designation of voting
districts and polling places and the names of three judges of election for each
district, one of whom shall act as clerk and be selected from the electors of
each district, said judges to constitute a board of election for each polling
place. The districts may be described as far as possible by reference to voting
districts already established by order of the legislative body designated by law
to establish voting districts for general elections, or, when such description
would be inappropriate, by detailed description.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 9.

11-20-10.

Ordinances

calling for election -

Publication.

The various ordinances calling the election shall be published once at least
ten days before the date of the election in a newspaper of general circulation
printed and published in each county within the area of the proposed district
and no other or further notice of election need be given or made.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 10.

11-20-11.

Ballot -

Contents.

The ballot used by each municipality holding an election shall contain the
words: "Shall the area of _____
(name of city or town) be included
within and become a part of a public transit district." The ballot used by each
county holding an election in an unincorporated area shall contain the words:
"Shall the following described area of ____________
county
(description of area) be included within and become a part of a public transit
district." The ballot shall also contain the words "yes" and "no" accompanied
by voting squares so that any elector may record his vote either for or against
the proposition.
History:

L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 11.
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Results of election - Counting
of returns - Majority vote will
Assessed valuation of approving
sidered - Public interest must

and canvassing
exclude area areas to be conbe served.

The ballots shall be counted by the respective election boards and returns
shall be made to the clerk or recorder of the governing body of the initiating
entity. The governing body at a meeting to be held within five days after the
election shall canvass the returns and declare the results thereof. The canvass
shall be made by canvassing separately the ballots cast in each separate
municipality and unincorporated area. If a majority of the ballots cast in any
municipality or in any unincorporated area were cast against the proposition,
the municipality or unincorporated area shall not become a part of the proposed district. If the total assessed valuation in the approving municipalities
and unincorporated areas as shown by the county assessment records according to the latest county assessment rolls, in the aggregate, is two-thirds or
more of the total assessed valuation within the district as proposed in the
original initiating ordinance, the respective governing bodies of the municipalities, or counties, or unincorporated areas wherein a majority of the ballots
were cast in favor of the proposition may determine after public hearing
whether the public interest would be served by incorporating and organizing a
district within the area or areas favoring the proposition.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 12.

11-20-13.

Certification

to lieutenant

governor.

The governing body of the initiating entity shall certify to the lieutenant
governor the names of the municipalities and a description of the area of the
county unincorporated areas in which a majority of the electors voting upon
the proposition voted affirmatively and that the total assessed valuation in
the approving municipalities and unincorporated areas as shown by the
county assessment records according to the last county assessment rolls in the
aggregate, is two-thirds or more of the total assessed valuation within the
district as proposed in the original initiating ordinance.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 13;
1984, ch. 68, § 8.
Amendment Notes. - The 1984 amend-

11-20-14.

ment substituted "lieutenant
"secretary of state."

governor" for

Certificate of incorporation to be issued ies to municipalities and counties.

Cop-

The lieutenant governor shall, within ten days after the receipt of such
certificate, issue a certificate of incorporation reciting that the district named
in the certificate of election has been duly incorporated according to the laws
of the state of Utah, with the names of the municipalities and description of
the unincorporated county areas which shall compose the district. The lieutenant governor shall transmit to each municipality and county a copy of
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certificate of incorporation. The incorporation of said district shall be effective
from and after the date of issuance of the certificate of incorporation and the
district shall thereupon and thereafter become vested with all the rights,
privileges, and powers accorded under this act.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 14;
1984, ch. 68, § 9.
Amendment Notes. - The 1984 amendment substituted "lieutenant governor" for

11-20-15.

"secretary of state" in the first and second sentences.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

Objections to incorporation - Commencement
of proceedings within three months - Interest
must be substantially and adversely affected.

The validity of the incorporation of any district shall not be contestable in
any suit or proceeding not commenced within three months after the issuance
of the certificate of incorporation thereof; and no invalidity or irregularity in
any proceeding which does not substantially and adversely affect the interests
of the electors or citizens of the district, or any municipality therein, shall be
held to invalidate the incorporation of any such district.
History: L. 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12, § 15.

11-20-16.

Powers

of incorporated

district.

Any district incorporated under this act shall have and exercise power:
(1) To have perpetual succession.
(2) To sue and be sued in all actions and proceedings and in all courts
and tribunals of competent jurisdiction.
(3) To adopt a corporate seal and alter it at pleasure.
(4) To levy and collect taxes for the purpose only of paying the principal
and interest of bonded indebtedness of the district, or for the purpose of
paying any final judgment obtained against the district beyond the
amount of any collectable insurance or indemnity policy if the district
shall be required by final order of any court of competent jurisdiction to
levy a tax to pay such judgment.
(5) To take by grant, purchase, bequest, devise or lease, and to hold,
enjoy, lease, sell, encumber, alien or otherwise dispose of real or personal
property of every kind within the district.
(6) To make contracts and enter into stipulations of any nature including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, contracts and stipulations to indemnify and save harmless, and to do all acts necessary and
convenient for the full exercise of the powers granted in this act; to contract with any department or agency of the United States of America or of
the state of Utah or with any public agency or private person, firm or
corporation upon such terms and conditions as the board of directors finds
is for the best interests of the district.
(7) To insure against loss of revenues from accident or destruction of
the system or any part thereof, from any cause whatsoever, or against
public liability or property damage, or against all other types of events,
acts or omissions. It may provide in the proceedings authorizing the issu559
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ance of any bonds for the carrying of any other insurance, in an amount
and of such character as may be specified, and for the payment of the
premiums thereon.
(8) To provide a public transit system for the transportation of passengers and their incidental baggage.
(9) To purchase all supplies, equipment and materials, and to construct
facilities and works, but when the expenditure required exceeds $10,000
it shall be let by contract to the lowest responsible bidder. Bids shall be
advertised through public notice as determined by the board. Such notice
may include publication in a newspaper or trade journal of general circulation in the district at least once and not less than ten days prior to the
expiration of the period within which bids are received. The board may
reject any and all bids and readvertise at its discretion.
If, after rejecting bids, the board determines and declares by vote of
two-thirds of all its members present that in its opinion the supplies,
equipment and materials may be purchased at a lower price in the open
market, the board may proceed to purchase the same in the open market
without further observance of the provisions requiring contracts or bids
advertisement.
Contracts, in writing or otherwise, may be let without advertising for
or inviting bids when any repairs, alterations or other work or the purchase of materials, supplies, equipment or other property shall be deemed
by the board upon a two-thirds vote of its members present to be of urgent
necessity, or where the general manager certifies by affidavit that there
is only one source for the required supplies, equipment and materials, or
construction items.
If any payment on a contract with a private contractor to construct
facilities under this section is retained or withheld, it shall be placed in
an interest bearing account and the interest shall accrue for the benefit of
the contractor and subcontractors to be paid after the project is completed
and accepted by the board. It is the responsibility of the contractor to
ensure that any interest accrued on the retainage is distributed by the
contractor to subcontractors on a pro rata basis.
(10) To acquire, contract for, lease, construct, own, operate, control or
use rights of way, rail lines, monorails, bus lines, stations, platforms,
switches, yards, terminals, parking lots and any and all other facilities
necessary or convenient for public transit service within or partly within
the district underground, upon, or above the ground and under, upon or
over public streets, highways, bridges, viaducts, or other public ways or
waterways together with all physical structures necessary or convenient
for the access of persons and vehicles thereto, and to acquire or contract
for any interest in or rights to the use or joint use of any or all the
foregoing; provided that installations in state highways or freeways shall
be subject to the approval of the state highway commission. It shall be
presumed that the use of the streets, highways, freeways and other public
places by the district for any of the purposes permitted herein constitutes
no greater burden on adjoining properties than the uses existing at [the]
effective date of this act. If facilities, other than state highways or
freeways referred to above, (including, but not limited to, streets, highways, pipelines, sewers, water mains, storm drains, poles, communications wires) of another public agency of the state, or of a private owner
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must be relocated, replaced, or altered in order for the district to construct
or operate its system, or to preserve and maintain already constructed
district facilities, such facilities shall be relocated, replaced or altered
with reasonable promptness by the respective public corporation, state or
private owner and the district shall by prior agreement reimburse the
public corporation, state, or private owner for the reasonable cost incurred in relocation, replacement or alteration. The district may enter
into an agreement with any city or county having jurisdiction over the
street or highway involved and, as may be provided by agreement, close
any city street or county highway at or near the point of its interception
with any district facility or make provision for carrying such city street or
county highway over or under or to a connection with the district facility
and may do any and all work on the city street or county highway as is
necessary. No city street or county highway shall be closed directly or
indirectly by the construction of district facilities except: (1) pursuant to
agreement, or (2) while temporarily necessary during the construction of
district facilities.
(11) To hire, lease, or contract for the supplying of, or management of,
any facilities, operations, equipment, services, employees, or management staff, of any operator, whether the district or operator owns or leases
them or is the employer of such employees or management staff and to
provide for subleases or subcontracts by the operator upon terms and
conditions deemed in the public interest. The word "operator" as used in
this section means any city or public agency or any person, firm or private
corporation engaged in the transportation of passengers for hire. The
operations and rates of an operator for the district shall not be subject to
the jurisdiction of the Utah public service commission.
(12) To operate feeder bus lines and other feeder services as necessary.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 16;
1980, ch. 8, § 1; 1983, ch. 60, § 9.
Amendment Notes. - The 1983 amendment added the fourth paragraph in Subsection (9).

11-20-17.

Compiler's Notes. - The bracketed word
"the" was inserted in the second sentence in
Subsection (10) by the compiler.

Consent required to control public transit facilities - Competition with existing publicly or privately owned public utilities prohibited.

The district shall not exercise control over any transit facilities now or
hereafter owned and operated wholly or partly within, or without, the district
by any city or public agency, unless by consent of the city or public agency and
upon terms mutually agreed upon between the board and the city or public
agency.
The district shall not establish, construct, complete, acquire, operate,
extend or reroute (all of the foregoing being hereinafter referred to by the
word "establish") directly or indirectly, either itself or by lease or contract
with any other person or persons or otherwise any public transit service or
system or acquire facilities necessary or incidental thereto in manner or form
that may divert, lessen or compete for the patronage or revenues of an exist-
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ing system of a publicly or privately owned public utility furnishing like
services or furnishing facilities necessary or incidental to the construction or
operation of transit facilities without the consent of the utility.
The maintenance and operation, but not the extension or rerouting, of any
existing system acquired by the district from a publicly or privately owned
public utility shall not be deemed to be the establishment of a public transit
service or system within the meaning of this section.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 17.

11-20-18.

Rates and charges for service.

The rates and charges for service furnished pursuant to this act shall be
fixed by a two-thirds vote of all the members of the board and shall be reasonable. Insofar as practicable, rates shall be fixed to result in enough revenue to
make the transit system self-supporting and sufficient to accomplish the following:
(1) Pay the operating expenses of the district.
(2) Provide for repairs, maintenance, and depreciation of works and
property owned or operated by the district.
(3) Provide for the purchase, lease, or acquisition of property and
equipment.
(4) Provide for the payment of interest and principal of the bonded debt
subject to the applicable provisions of this act authorizing the issuance
and retirement of bonds.
(5) Provide for payment of contracts, agreements, leases and other
legal liabilities incurred by the district.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 18.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-19.

Hearings
on reasonableness
of rates
charges .and proposed facility location.

and

The governing body of any municipality or county having territory located
within the district may file on behalf of any user of the system residing within
the municipality or county a request for a hearing before the district board as
to the reasonableness of any rates or charges fixed by the district and as to
any proposal for fixing the location of facilities by the district. The request
shall be in writing and state the subject matter on which hearing is desired.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12,

§

19.
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11-20-23

Time for and notice of hearings.

Upon filing the request for hearing provided in§ 11-20-19 the district board
shall fix the time and place for hearing. The time fixed shall not be less than
fifteen nor more than sixty days from the date request is filed. Notice of the
date set for hearing shall be mailed, postage prepaid, to the county or city
requesting hearing and to the governing body of each city and county wholly
or partially within the district and be published once by the board.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12,

11-20-21.

Intervention
ings.

§

20.

by municipality

or county at hear-

At the time fixed for hearing the governing body of any municipality or
county eligible to file a request for hearing, not a party to the original request
for hearing, may intervene, be heard, and introduce evidence.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 21.

11-20-22.

HearingCross-examinationIntroduction
evidence not covered on direct.

of

The district, petitioner or petitioners, and the intervenors shall have the
right to call and examine witnesses, introduce exhibits, cross-examine opposing witnesses on any matter relevant to the issues even though that matter
was not covered in direct examination and to rebut evidence introduced by
other parties.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 22.

11-20-23.

Hearing apply.

Technical

rules of evidence

not to

Oral evidence shall be taken on oath or affirmation. Hearings need not be
conducted according to technical rules of evidence, regardless of the existence
of any common-law or statutory rule which might make improper the admission of such evidence over objection in a civil action. Hearsay evidence is
admissible for purposes of supplementing or explaining direct evidence but
shall not be sufficient in itself to support a finding unless it would be admissible over objection in civil action.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 23.
Compiler's Notes. - The word "Hearings"

was substituted for "Hearing" at the beginning
of the second sentence by the compiler.
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11-20-24.

Hearing view.

Proceedings

to be of record -

Re-

A complete record of all proceedings and testimony before the board at
hearing shall be taken by a reporter appointed by the board. If an action is
brought to review any decision of the board a transcript of testimony together
with all exhibits or copies thereof introduced and the written request for
hearing and other proceedings in the cause shall constitute the record on
review; provided, that the board and other parties may stipulate in writing
that a specified part of the evidence be certified to the court for judgment and
in that case the part of the evidence specified and the stipulation specifying
the evidence shall be the record on review.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12,

11-20-25.

Decision

§

24.

of board -

Findings of fact.

Within thirty days after conclusion of the hearing the board shall render its
decision in writing together with written findings of fact. Copies of the findings and decision shall be sent to the petitioners and intervenors by certified
mail, postage prepaid.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12,

11-20-26.

Safety
ment.

§

25.

regulations

-

Transportation

depart-

The district shall be subject to regulations of the department of transportation relating to safety appliances and procedures, and the department shall
inspect all work done pursuant to this act and may make further additions or
changes necessary for the purpose of safety to employees and the general
public.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 26;
1975 (1st S.S.), ch. 9, § 3.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-21-5.

11-20-27.

Cross-References.
- Transportation
partment, § 63-49-1 et seq.

de-

Traffic laws applicable.

The district shall be subject, in the operation of its transportation facilities
and equipment, to the laws and regulations of the state of Utah and of applicable municipalities relating to traffic and operation of vehicles upon the streets
and highways of the state.
History:

L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12,

§

27.
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11-20-28.

Bond issues and other indebtedness

authorized.

The district may issue bonds, borrow money and incur debts as authorized
by law or this act. The district may satisfy any indebtedness as provided in
this act or in any other applicable law and may, for purposes of satisfaction of
said indebtedness, incur new obligations of the type satisfied.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 28.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-21-5.

11-20-29.

Participation

§

Cross-References.
11-14-1 et seq.

- Municipal Bond Act,

in federal programs

authorized.

The district may contract, accept grants, contributions or loans (directly
through the sale of securities or equipment trust certificates, or otherwise)
from the United States, or any department, instrumentality,
or agency
thereof, to establish, finance, construct, improve, maintain or operate transit
facilities and equipment or to study and plan transit facilities in accordance
with any legislation Congress has adopted or may adopt. The district may do
all things necessary within the limitation imposed by this act, including the
creation of any indebtedness permitted by this act, in order to avail itself of
any aid, assistance, or co-operation available under federal legislation, including, without limitations, compliance with such labor standards and the making of such arrangements for employees as may be required by the United
States or any department, instrumentality or agencies thereof.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 29.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-30.

Cross-References. - Federal Assistance
Management Program, § 63-40-1 et seq.

Employee rights and benefits
federal law to apply.

extended

under

The rights, benefits and other employee protective conditions and remedies
of section 13 (c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as amended
(49 U.S.C. 1609(c)), as determined by the Secretary of Labor, shall apply to
the establishment and operation by the district of any public transit service or
system and to any lease, contract, or other arrangement to operate such system or services. Whenever the district shall operate such system or services,
or enter into any lease, contract, or other arrangement for the operation of
such system or services, the district shall take such action as may be necessary to extend to employees or affected public transit service systems furnishing like services, in accordance with seniority, the first opportunity for reasonably comparable employment in any available nonsupervisory jobs in respect to such operations for which they can qualify after a reasonable training
period. Such employment shall not result in any worsening of the employee's
position in his former employment or any loss of wages, hours, working conditions, seniority, fringe benefits and rights and privileges pertaining thereto.
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L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 30.

11-20-31. Employees may organize and bargain collectively - Strikes prohibited - District to enter
into bargaining agreements.
Employees of any public transit system established and operated by the
district shall have the right to self-organization, to form, join, or assist labor
organizations and to bargain collectively through representatives of their own
choosing provided, however, that such employees and labor organizations
shall not have the right to join in any strike against such public transit
system. The district shall recognize and bargain exclusively with any labor
organization representing a majority of its employees in an appropriate unit
with respect to wages, salaries, hours, working conditions, and welfare and
pension and retirement provisions, and, upon reaching agreement with such
labor organization, to enter into and execute a written contract incorporating
therein the agreements so reached.
History:

L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 31.

11-20-32. Labor disputes to be submitted to arbitration Selection of board - "Labor dispute" defined Parties to share expense.
Whenever any labor disputes arise in the operation of any public transit
service or system established and operated by the district and collective bargaining does not result in an agreement, the district and the labor organization shall submit such dispute to arbitration by a board composed of three (3)
persons, one appointed by the district, one appointed by the labor organization
representing the employees and a third member to be agreed upon by the
labor organization and the district. The member agreed upon by the labor
organization and the district shall act as chairman of the board. The determination of the majority of the board of arbitration thus established shall be
final and binding on all matters in dispute. If, after a period of ten days from
the date of appointment of the second-named of the two arbitrators representing the district and the labor organization, the third arbitrator has not been
selected, then either arbitrator may request the director of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service to furnish a list of five persons qualified to act as
an impartial arbitrator from which list the third arbitrator shall be selected.
The names submitted shall be local persons or within as close a proximity to
the local area as possible. The arbitrators appointed by the district and the
labor organization, promptly after the receipt of such list, shall determine by
lot the order of elimination and thereafter each shall, in that order, alternately eliminate one name until only one name remains. The remaining person on the list shall be the third arbitrator. The term "labor dispute" shall be
broadly construed and shall include any controversy concerning wages, salaries, working conditions, hours, or benefits, including health and welfare, sick
leave, insurance or pension, or retirement provisions, but not limited thereto,
and including any controversy concerning any differences or questions that
may arise between the parties, including but not limited to the making or
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maintaining of collective bargaining agreements, the terms to be included in
such agreement, and the interpretation or application of such collective bargaining agreements and any grievances that may arise. Each party shall pay
one-half of the expense of such arbitration.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 32.

11-20-33.

Acquisition of existing public transit systems Rights and benefits of employees preserved.

Whenever the district shall acquire an existing public transit system, all of
the employees of such system, to the extent necessary for the operation
thereof, except executive or administrative officers and employees, shall be
transferred to and appointed employees of the district, and these employees
shall be given sick leave, seniority, vacation and pension or retire_ment credits
in accordance with the records of the acquired system. Members and beneficiaries of any pension or retirement plan or other program of benefits established by the acquired public transit system, shall continue to have rights,
privileges, benefits, obligations and status with respect to such established
plan or program. Terms, conditions and provisions of any pension or retirement plan or of any amendment or modification thereof affecting employees
may be established, amended or modified by agreement with such employees
or their duly authorized representatives.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 33.

11-20-34.

Agreements

with state or public agency.

The district may co-operate with and enter into agreements with the state
of Utah or any public agency thereof, to establish transit facilities and equipment or to study or plan transit facilities. The state or any public agency
thereof, may make public contributions to the district as in the judgment of
the legislature or governing board of the agency are necessary or proper for its
undertaking, and the district may reimburse the state or public agency for
any advance or contribution from proceeds of the sale of bonds or any other
funds available to the district. The state or any public agency may also authorize, aid and assist the district to carry out any activity which the state or
public agency is by law authorized to perform and carry out on its own behalf.
History:

L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 34.

11-20-35.

Limitation on indebtedness
debtedness" defined.

of district -

"In-

Districts shall not incur any indebtedness which exceeds in the aggregate
3% of the assessed value of all real and personal property in the district.
Within the meaning of this section, "indebtedness" includes all forms of debt
which the district is authorized to incur by this act or by any other law. Bonds
issued that are payable solely from revenues derived from the operation of all
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or part of the district facilities shall not be included as indebtedness
district for the purpose of such computation.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 35;
1985, ch. 165, § 14.
Amendment Notes. - The 1985 amendment substituted "3%" for "15%" in the first
sentence.

11-20-36.

Investment

of the

Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.
Cross-References. - Municipal Bond Act,
§ 11-14-1 et seq.

of district funds.

The board by resolution may order that money or funds under its control not
necessary for current operating expenses be invested in bonds or securities in
which a county could invest such funds, provided, that (1) any investments
shall be made so that the invested money will be available at the times and in
the amounts necessary to accomplish the purpose for which the funds were
established, and (2) no investment shall be made in contravention of any
provision or covenant in any proceedings for the authorization and issuance of
bonds, notes, contracts or other evidences of indebtedness.
History:

L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 36.

11-20-37.

Elections

-

State laws to apply.

All district elections shall be held in accordance with the provisions of the
Election Code of the state of Utah as they now exist or may be amended for
the holding of elections in general law cities insofar as the same are not in
conflict with this act; provided all elections upon the issuance of bonds of a
district shall be called, held and conducted pursuant to the provisions of the
Utah Municipal Bond Act and the provisions of the Election Code shall not be
applicable to any such bond election.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 37.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-38.

Cross-References. - Election Code, Title
20.
Municipal Bond Act, § 11-14-1 et seq.

Board of directors - Selection - Appointment
- Qualifications - Quorum - Compensation Terms.

All powers, privileges, and duties vested in or imposed upon any district
incorporated hereunder shall be exercised and performed by and through a
board of directors which shall have authority to delegate the exercise of any
and all executive, administrative, and ministerial powers to any of the offices
created under this act.
Members of the board of directors shall be selected as follows:
(1) If the district serves a population of less than 200,000 people residing within the district boundaries, the board of directors shall consist of
directors appointed by each municipality, county, or unincorporated area
within any county on the basis of one director for each full unit of regularly scheduled passenger routes proposed to be served by the district in
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each municipality or unincorporated area within any county in the next
following calendar year. The number of service miles comprising a unit
shall be determined jointly by the governing bodies of the municipalities
or counties comprising the district. Directors shall thereafter be appointed and added to the board or omitted from the board at the time
scheduled routes are changed, or as municipalities, counties, or unincorporated areas of counties annex to or withdraw from the district as the
case may be upon the same basis. Municipalities, counties, and unincorporated areas of counties in which regularly scheduled passenger routes
proposed to be served by the district in the next following calendar year is
less than a full unit, as above defined, may combine with any other similarly situated municipality or unincorporated area to form a whole unit
and shall thereupon be entitled to appoint one director for each whole
unit formed.
(2) If the district serves a population of more than 200,000 people residing within the district boundaries, the board of directors shall consist of
one director appointed by each county within the district based upon its
membership in the district, plus one additional director for each 120,000
population residing within the county and within the district. Directors
should be designated and appointed by the chief executive officer of their
county with the consent and approval of the governing body of the county
and the county council of government if such council has been organized.
Population shall be determined by the official United States Census or
any other census agreed upon by the governing body of the municipalities
or counties comprising the district.
Each director shall be a bona fide resident of the municipality, county,
or unincorporated area or areas which he is to represent for at least six
months before date of appointment, and must continue in such residency
to remain qualified to act as a director. Directors shall be designated and
appointed by the chief executive officer of their respective municipality or
county with the consent and approval of the governing body thereof (or by
each chief executive officer and governing body which they represent in
the case of directors appointed from a combination of municipalities,
counties, or unincorporated areas as above provided). Each director shall
be entitled to cast one vote on all questions, orders, resolutions, and ordinances coming before the board. A majority of all members of the board
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, but if less than
a majority is present, a majority of those present may adjourn the meeting from time to time without further notice. The affirmative vote of a
majority of all directors present at any meeting at which a quorum was
initially present shall be necessary and, except as otherwise provided,
shall be sufficient to carry any order, resolution, ordinance, or proposition
coming before the board. An attendance fee of $25 per board or committee
meeting attended, but not to exceed $75 in any calendar month to any
member plus reasonable mileage and expenses necessarily incurred to
attend said meetings shall be paid to members of the board.
Members of the board so constituted shall convene at th,e time and place
fixed by the chief executive officer of the entity initiating the proceedings
hereunder and, immediately upon convening, the board shall elect from
its membership a president, vice-president, and secretary, who shall serve
for a period of two years or until their successors shall be elected and
qualified.
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No director shall hold any elected public office with the United States,
the state of Utah or any political subdivision of either, or any employment
(except as an independent contractor) with a county or municipality
within the district at the time of his appointment nor during his tenure in
office. The appointment of directors shall be made without regard to partisan political affiliation from among citizens of the highest integrity,
attainment, competence, and standing in the community.
The terms of office of the members of the board shall be three years,
except the initial directors. At the first meeting of the directors the directors shall designate by the drawing of lots one-third of their number to
serve for one year terms, one-third for two year terms, and one-third for
three year terms. No director shall be appointed for more than two successive full terms. Vacancies, however occurring, shall be filled by the official appointing the member creating the vacancy for the unexpired term,
unless the official shall fail to fill any vacancy within 60 days following
the creation thereof, and then such vacancy shall be filled by the board of
directors of the authority.
Each director before entering upon the duties of his office shall take an
oath of office which shall be filed with the lieutenant governor and a copy
thereof with the secretary of the district. Whenever a vacancy occurs on
the board, it shall be filled by the governing body of the entity represented by the director through whom the vacancy occurs.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 38;
1975,ch.31, § 1; 1981,ch.275,§ 2; 1984,ch.
68, § 10.
Amendment Notes. - The 1981 amendment substituted "120,000 population" in the
first sentence of Subdivision (2) of the second
paragraph for "99,000 population"; inserted
"board or committee" in the last sentence of
the third paragraph; substituted "elected public office with the United States, the state of
Utah or any political subdivision of either, or
any employment (except as an independent
contractor) with a county or municipality

11-20-39.

within the district" in the first sentence of the
fifth paragraph for "remunerative public office
or position or employment (except as an independent contractor) with the United States,
the state of Utah or any political subdivision of
either"; and inserted "full" in the third sentence of the next-to-last paragraph.
The 1984 amendment substituted "lieutenant governor" for "secretary of state" in the
first sentence of the last paragraph.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

Board of directors -

Power and duties.

The board:
(1) Shall be the legislative body of the district and, in connection with
the provisions of this act, shall determine all questions of district policy.
(2) Shall fix the time and place when regular meetings shall be held
and shall provide for the calling and holding of special meetings.
(3) May contract and take all actions and proceedings and do all other
things necessary to carry out the purposes of this act.
(4) Shall determine what transit facilities should be acquired or constructed.
(5) Shall supervise and regulate every transit facility owned and operated by the district, including the fixing of rates, fares, rentals, charges
and classifications thereof, and making and enforcement of rules, regulations, contracts, practices, and schedules, for or in connection with any
transit facility owned or controlled by the district.
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(6) Shall prescribe by resolution a system of business administration
and create any and all necessary offices and positions of employment, and
select and employ, establish and re-establish the powers, duties and compensation of all officers and employees and prescribe the periods, terms
and conditions of their employment, and require and fix the amount of all
official bonds necessary for the protection of the funds and property of the
district.
(7) May contract for or employ any professional services required by
the district or for the performance of work or services for the district
which in the opinion of the board cannot satisfactorily be performed by
the officers or employees of the district.
(8) May make and pass ordinances, resolutions and orders not repugnant to the Constitution of the United States or of the state of Utah, or of
the provisions of this act, necessary for the government and management
of the affairs of the district for the execution of the powers vested in the
district and for carrying into effect the provisions of this act. On all ordinances the roll shall be called and the ayes and nayes recorded. Resolutions and orders may be adopted by voice vote, but on demand of any
member the roll shall be called. No ordinance shall be adopted unless it is
introduced at least a day prior to the time of adoption except by unanimous vote of all members of the board present at a meeting at which there
is present not less than three-fourths of all directors; provided, that in
lieu of such previous introduction or unanimous vote any ordinance may
be mailed by registered mail, postage prepaid to each member of the
board of directors at least five days prior to the day upon which the
ordinance shall be presented for adoption. All ordinances shall take effect
upon their adoption by the board, unless otherwise provided therein. The
board shall fix the location of the principal place of business of the district
and the location of all offices and departments.
(9) May, by ordinance, delegate and redelegate to officers of the district
power to employ clerical, legal and engineering assistants and labor, and,
under such conditions and restrictions as shall be fixed by the directors,
power to bind the district by contract.
(10) Shall cause an annual audit made of all books and accounts of the
district by an independent certified public accountant, and shall as soon
as practicable after the close of each fiscal year submit to the chief administrative officers and legislative bodies of cities and counties within the
district a financial report showing the result of operations during the
preceding fiscal year and the financial status of the district on the final
day thereof. Copies of the report shall be supplied to the general public
upon request in the quantity deemed appropriate by the board.
(11) May provide by resolution, under terms and conditions it deems fit
for the payment of demands against the district, without prior specific
approval by the board if the demand is for a purpose for which an expenditure has been previously approved by the board and in an amount no
greater than the amount so authorized, and if the demand is approved by
the general manager or such other officer or deputy as the board may
prescribe.
(12) May hold public hearings, subpoena witnesses, and perform all
other acts necessary to properly carry out its duties. The board may appoint other officers of the district to conduct any hearing who shall make
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findings and conclusions and report thereon to the board. Each director or
designated hearing officer may administer oaths and affirmations in any
district investigation or proceeding.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 39.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-40.

District officers -Appointmentpensation - Oath - Bond.

Duty-

Com-

(1) The officers of the district shall consist of: the members of the board of
directors; a president and vice-president who shall be members of the board; a
secretary, a general manager, a general counsel, a treasurer, a comptroller,
and any other officers, assistants, and deputies the board deems necessary.
(2) The general manager shall be a full-time officer appointed by the affirmative vote of a majority of the members of the board. The general manager
shall serve at the pleasure of the board and may be removed by a majority
vote of the board. All other officers and employees other than those mentioned
in Subsection (1) shall be appointed by the general manager and shall serve at
his pleasure.
(3) The compensation of all district officers and employees, except as otherwise provided in this act, shall be fixed by ordinance or resolution of the
board.
(4) The general counsel shall be a person admitted to practice law in the
state of Utah and shall have been actively engaged in the practice of law for
not less than seven years next preceding his appointment. The person appointed comptroller shall have been actively engaged in the practice of accounting for not less than seven years next preceding his appointment.
(5) The oath of office of all officers appointed by the board of directors or by
the general manager .of the district shall be taken, subscribed, and filed with
the secretary of the district at any time after the officer has notice of his
appointment but not later than fifteen days after the commencement of his
term of office. No other filing is required.
(6) The board may require officers, assistants, deputies, and employees to
give bonds and fix the amount thereof.
(7) The treasurer shall be the custodian of the funds of the district and
make payments only upon warrants duly and regularly signed by the president or vice-president, secretary, or general manager or other person authorized by the board. He shall keep an account of all receipts and disbursements.
History: L. 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12, § 40.

11-20-41.

General manager - Duties - Qualifications
Term and removal - Salary to be fixed.

-

The board shall appoint and fix the salary of a general manager, who shall
have full charge of the acquisition, construction, maintenance, and operation
of the facilities of the district and of the administration of the business affairs
of the district.
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The general manager shall be chosen on the basis of his qualifications with
special reference to his actual experience in or his knowledge of accepted
practices with respect to the duties of his office as hereinafter set forth. The
general manager need not be a resident of this state at the time of his appointment.
The general manager shall hold office for an indefinite term and may be
removed by the board upon the adoption of a resolution by the affirmative
vote of a majority of all members of the board. Before the general manager
may be removed, he shall, if he makes written demand therefor, be given a
written statement of the reasons alleged for his removal and he shall have the
right to be publicly heard at a meeting of the board prior to the final vote on
the resolution providing for his removal, but pending and during such hearing
the board may suspend him from office. The board may not reduce the salary
of the general manager below the amount fixed at the time of his original
appointment except upon the adoption of a resolution by a vote of a majority of
all members and after a like opportunity to be heard. The action of the board
in suspending or removing the general manager or reducing his salary is
final.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 41.

11-20-42.

General manager ties.

Additional powers and du-

The general manager shall:
(1) Have full charge of the acquisition, construction, maintenance, and
operation of the facilities of the district.
(2) Have full charge of the administration of the business affairs of the
district.
(3) See that all ordinances of the district are enforced.
(4) Prepare and submit to the board as soon as practical but not less
than 45 days after the end of each fiscal year a complete report of the
finances and administrative activities of the district for the preceding
year.
(5) Keep the board advised as to the needs of the district.
(6) Prepare or cause to be prepared all plans and specifications for the
construction of the works of the district.
(7) Devote his entire time to the business of the district.
(8) Cause to be installed and maintained a system of auditing and
accounting which shall completely at all times show the financial condition of the district.
(9) Perform any other and additional duties as the board may require.
(10) Attend meetings of the board and be entitled to participate in the
deliberations of the board without a vote as to any matter before the
board.
History:

L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12,

§

42.
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Certification of assessed
by county auditor.

valuation

of property

It shall be the duty of the auditor of each county wherein such district or
any part thereof shall lie, under § 59-5-6, to prepare and deliver to the comptroller of the district a certificate showing the assessed valuation of all property within the district lying in the county segregated according to cities
within the area of the district.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 43; L.
1982, ch. 71, § 7.
Amendment Notes. - The 1982 amendment deleted "Immediately after the equalization and not later than the fifteenth day of Au-

11-20-44.

gust of each year" at the beginning of the section; and inserted "under section 59-5-6."
Cross-References. - Assessment of property, § 59-5-1 et seq.

Annual tax levy -

Election.

Before June 15, the board of directors of the district shall, by resolution,
determine the amount of money necessary to be raised by taxation during the
fiscal year beginning January 1 next preceding to pay the district's operating
needs and obligations for the fiscal year, and to recommend to the governing
body of each county within the district the rate of taxation for the areas
within the district. Upon receipt of the resolution by the board of directors of
the district, the governing body of each county may levy a tax not to exceed
.0004 of assessed valuation on all taxable property within the district. This
tax may not be imposed unless the county commission shall have provided by
resolution for the submittal of the proposed tax to a general election within
the county in which all electors situated both within and without the incorporated areas of the county may participate and a majority of the electors voting
on the proposal have approved it. The county commissioners shall cause 15
days notice of the election to be given in the manner provided by law for
giving notice of general elections. The election shall be held, its results canvassed, and the returns made under the provisions of the general election
laws. If a majority of the electors voting on the proposal to impose the additional tax have approved the proposal, the additional tax shall become effective on the date fixed by the commissioners.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 44;
1973, ch. 15, § 2; 1982, ch. 71, § 8; 1985, ch.
165, § 15.
Amendment Notes. - The 1982 amendment substituted "Before the fifteenth day of
June" at the beginning of the first sentence for
"On or before the twentieth day of August";
and made a minor change in phraseology.
The 1985 amendment deleted "designating

the number of cents upon each $100 assessed
valuation of taxable property in each of the
areas" from the end of the first sentence; and
substituted ".0004 of assessed valuation" near
the end of the second sentence for "two mills on
each dollar of assessed valuation."
Cross-References. - County or municipal
sales or use tax for public transportation system, §§ 11-9-4, 11-9-6.
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Collection of taxes taxes generally.

Sarne manner as county

Upon receipt by the county auditor of a certified copy of the district's annual
budget and statement showing the tax rate to be applied under§ 11-20-44 to
assessed property in each county area within the district, it shall be the duty
of the county officers to collect taxes at the rates specified under § 11-20-44.
The taxes levied shall be computed and collected at the time and in the manner required by law for the computation and collection of county taxes generally. Property subject to tax shall be subject to the penalties for delinquency
and the provisions of law relating to the sale of property for nonpayment of
county taxes and redemption thereof as apply to counties generally. Collected
taxes shall be paid to the treasurer of the district subject to any authorized
deductions.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 45;
1973, ch. 15, § 3.

11-20-46.

Collection
percentage

Cross-References.

-

Collection of taxes,

§ 59-10-1 et seq.

of taxes - Counties may withhold
for services rendered.

In consideration of service rendered, any county shall be entitled annually
to deduct and withhold an amount not exceeding one per cent on the first
$25,000 collected hereunder, and one-fourth of one per cent of any amount in
excess of $25,000 collected. The board of commissioners of each county may
provide extra help as in their judgment may be necessary for the proper
performance of their duties.

§

History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 46.
Cross-References. - Collection of taxes,
59-10-1 et seq.

11-20-47.

Collection of taxes - Enforcement of liens Sales and redemptions - Disposition of proceeds.

Whenever any real property situated in any district organized hereunder
and upon which a tax shall have been levied, as herein provided, shall be sold
for taxes and shall be redeemed, the money paid for such redemption, except
advertising costs, shall be apportioned and paid in part to such district in the
proportion which the tax due to such district shall bear to the total tax for
which such property shall have been sold. All taxes levied under the provisions of this act shall be a lien upon the property upon which levied, and the
enforcement of the collection of such tax shall be had in the same manner and
by the same means as is or shall be provided by law for the enforcement of
liens for state and county taxes, and all the provisions of law relating to the
enforcement of such taxes are hereby made a part of this act so far as applicable.
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History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 47.
Meaning of "this act". - See note under
this catchline following § 11-20-1.

11-20-48. Annexations to or consolidations
palities already within district.

with munici-

Additional municipalities and county areas may be included within or become part of a district by either of the following methods:
(1) Whenever any area shall be annexed to or consolidated with any
municipality which is a part of a district organized hereunder, the
annexed or consolidated area shall by virtue of its annexation or consolidation become part of the district and be taxable in accordance with the
provisions of this act to pay the indebtedness of the district outstanding at
the time of annexation or consolidation.
(2) The governing body of any municipality or of any county may apply
to and obtain from the comptroller of the district a financial statement
showing the financial condition of the district, its assets and liabilities,
assessed value of taxable property therein according to the last assessment, and the names of the municipalities and a description of other
areas included in the district. After consideration of the statement, the
governing body of the municipality or county may apply to the board of
directors of the district for consent to annex such municipality or described county area. The board of directors after reasonable notice and
public hearing may grant or deny such application and in granting the
same may fix the terms and conditions upon which the area may be
annexed. The action of the board of directors evidenced by order made on
motion shall be promptly transmitted to the governing body or bodies of
the entities applying for annexation, which shall promptly submit the
proposition of annexation to the qualified electors of the area. Notice of
election shall be given by posting or publication. When notice is given by
posting, notice shall be posted for at least ten days in three public places
in each area to be annexed. When notice is given by publication, notice
shall be published at least once ten days before the date fixed for election
in a newspaper of general circulation in the municipality and county
area. Publication may be made in one newspaper having general circulation in each of the areas sought to be annexed. Notice shall contain the
substance of the terms and conditions fixed by the board of directors as
herein provided, and in other respects be in form similar to the notice
published to create the district. Elections shall be conducted and returns
canvassed by the governing bodies of the areas seeking annexation. If the
annexation proposition shall receive the affirmative vote of a majority of
the electors, the governing body of such municipality or county shall
certify the election results to the board of directors of said district and a
certificate of proceedings shall be made by the secretary of the district
and filed with the lieutenant governor. Upon filing the certificate in the
office of the lieutenant governor, the municipality or county area, shall
become an integral part of said district and the taxable property therein
subject to taxation for the purposes of the district, including the payment
of bonds and other obligations of the district at the time authorized or
outstanding.
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(3) No action to contest the validity of annexation proceedings shall be
commenced more than three months after the certificate of proceedings is
filed with the lieutenant governor.
(4) Upon annexation the annexed area shall have a representative on
the board of directors on the same basis as it would have had had it been
included in the district as originally organized.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.),
1984, ch. 68, § 11.
Amendment Notes. - The
ment substituted "lieutenant
"secretary of state" throughout

ch. 12, § 48;
1984 amendgovernor" for
the section.

Meaning of "this act". - See note under
this catchline following § 11-20-1.

11-20-49. Withdrawal from district.
Any municipality or unincorporated county area may withdraw from the
district in the following manner:
The governing body of such municipality, or unincorporated area, may
submit to the electors at a special election a proposition for withdrawal
from the district. Notice of election shall be given in the manner provided
in§ 11-20-48. Elections shall be conducted and returns canvassed in the
manner provided by law for the conduct of municipal elections. If a majority of the electors voting thereon, vote in favor of withdrawal, the result
thereof shall be certified by the governing body of the municipality or
unincorporated area to the board of directors of the district and filed with
the lieutenant governor. Withdrawal shall become effective upon filing
the certificate with the lieutenant governor. Taxable property within the
withdrawn area at the time of exclusion shall continue taxable for purposes of paying any bonded indebtedness or judgments against the district
incurred prior to the date of withdrawal.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 49;
1984, ch. 68, § 12.
Amendment Notes. - The 1984 amend-

11-20-50.

ment substituted "lieutenant governor"
"secretary of state" in two places.

Conflict of interests prohibited Penalty.

for

Violation -

Except as herein provided, no director or any other officer or employee of
the district shall in any manner be interested, directly or indirectly, in any
contract awarded by the board of directors or made by any officer or employee
pursuant to discretionary authority vested in him, or in the profits to be
derived therefrom. Notwithstanding the fact that a director or other officer or
employee of the district may be a stockholder or bondholder or director or
other officer or employee of a corporation contracting with the district, contracts may be made with the corporation for its general benefit unless a
director or officer or employee of the district shall own or control, directly or
indirectly, stock or bonds to an amount exceeding five per cent of the total
amount of outstanding stock or bonds. For any violation of this section such
director or other officer or employee of the district shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and such conviction shall work a forfeiture of his office, or
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employment, and he shall be punished by a fine not exceeding $500, or by
imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding six months, or by both such fine
and imprisonment.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 50.
Cross-References. - Public Officers' and
Employees' Ethics Act, § 67-16-1 et seq.

11-20-51.

Members of board subject to recall.

Every member of the board of directors of a district shall be subject to recall
for cause by the governing body of the municipality or unincorporated county
area from which he is appointed, and any member upon notice may resign his
position as director.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 51.

11-20-52.

Board may promulgate ~dditional rules and regulations.

The board of directors has authority to promulgate rules and regulations
not provided in this act for the administration of districts.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 52.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-53.

Action by ordinance

permitted.

Any action required by this act to be done by resolution may be done, with
equal validity, by ordinance.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 53.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-54.

Fiscal year-Annual
statement of revenues and
expenditures to be prepared.

The fiscal year of any district incorporated hereunder shall commence on
the first day of January of each year and shall continue until the close of the
thirty-first day of December. As promptly as shall be possible after the close of
each fiscal year, it shall be the duty of the comptroller of the district to
prepare and transmit to the chief executive officer of each municipality or
unincorporated county area within the district a statement of revenues and
expenditures in the detail prescribed by the board of directors.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 54.
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11-20-55.

Title to vest in district - Property
transportation exempt from taxation.

11-20-57

used for

Title to all property acquired under the provisions of this act shall immediately and by operation of law vest in the transit district, in its corporate name,
and is hereby dedicated and set apart for the purposes set forth in this act and
shall be exempt from all taxation, including sales and use taxes, provided that
such tax exemption shall not apply to property not used solely for transportation purposes or directly connected therewith.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 55.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-56.

Claims against districttations.

Requirements

- Limi-

Every claim against the district for death, injury, or damage alleged to have
been caused by the negligent act or omission of the district shall be filed with
the board of directors in writing within one year after the cause of action
arises, signed and verified by the claimant or his duly authorized agent, stating the time and place where the injury or damage occurred and a general
statement of the cause and circumstances of the death, injury, or damages. No
action under this section shall be commenced until 60 days after it is filed,
unless the board of directors shall sooner deny claim.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 56;
1983, ch. 341, § 1.
Amendment Notes. - The 1983 amendment substituted "filed with" for "presented to"
in the first sentence; substituted "one year af-

ter the cause of action arises" in the first sentence for "thirty days after the death, injury, or
damage"; substituted "it is filed" for "presentation, or" in the second sentence; and made
minor changes in punctuation and style.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
Notice requirements.
Absence of statutory language expressing a
bar against maintaining an action for noncompliance with the notice requirements indicates
an intent on the part of the legislature not to
impose a bar to an action for noncompliance
with the notice requirements; plaintiff substantially complied with the notice requirements and her action was not barred where she
signed an accident form and a medical release
within the thirty-day notice period at the re-

11-20-57.

quest of insurance adjuster who was authorized to handle approval or denial of plaintiffs
claim and was acting as agent of the transit
authority, plaintiff had complied with the statute of limitations in § 63-30-12 of the Governmental Immunity Act, and had complied with
the provision prohibiting bringing an action
until sixty days after presenting notice. Stahl
v. Utah Transit Auth., 618 P.2d 480 (Utah
1980).

Claims against districtProperty exempt from
execution - Court may require tax levy.

All property and assets of the district shall be exempt from execution. A
court of competent jurisdiction shall have power to require the levy of a tax to
discharge any lawful claim against the district.
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History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12,

11-20-58.

§

57.

District may issue bonds under Utah Municipal
Bond Act.

Any district organized under this act may, in the manner and subject to the
limitations and restrictions contained in the Utah Municipal Bond Act, Chapter 14, Title 11, authorize, issue and dispose of its negotiable bonds for purposes of paying all or part of the cost of acquiring, improving, or extending
any one or more improvements, facilities, or property authorized to be acquired under this act.
History: L. 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12, § 58.
Meaning of "this act". - See the note under this catchline under § 11-20-1.

11-20-59.

Funding districts -

Ceiling exempt tax.

(1) Counties involved in the establishment and operation of public transit
districts may, through their duly constituted appropriating bodies, provide
such funds as may be necessary for the operation and maintenance of these
public transit districts by an appropriation from the general fund or by levy of
a tax, or in part by such an appropriation and in part by such a levy as
provided in § 17-5-54. The use of these county funds to establish and operate
public transit districts within all or part of a county is declared to be a county
purpose.
(2) Public transit districts may be funded from local, state, or federal funds,
or through a separate ceiling exempt tax provided for in § 59-9-6.5, which
shall not exceed .0004 or in part by each.

§

History: L. 1973, ch. 15, § 1; 1985, ch. 165,
16.
Amendment Notes. - The 1985 amend-

ment substituted
Subsection (2).

".0004" for "two mills" in

CHAPTER 21
BICYCLE REGISTRATION
Section
11-21-1. Cities and counties to require licensing of cycles by dealers - "Cycle" defined.

11-21-1.

Cities and counties to require licensing
by dealers - "Cycle" defined.

of cycles

(1) All county, city and town governments shall by ordinance or otherwise
require all cycle dealers operating within their jurisdiction:
(a) to license, or arrange to have licensed at the time of purchase all
cycles sold by them;
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(b) to keep records on all cycles sold and to furnish, within thirty days
of sale, their respective city or county police departments with the following information:
(i) name and address of the retailer;
(ii) year and make of the cycle;
(iii) general description of the cycle;
(iv) frame number; and
(v) name and address of the purchaser;
(c) to not sell any cycle which does not have a serial number on its
frame. Where the cycle has no serial or frame numbers the dealer shall be
required to stamp or have stamped on the frame the number of the license
to be issued for that cycle, the year in which the license was issued or year
of expiration oflicense and the abbreviation for the city or county regulating the dealer.
(2) As used in this section, "cycle" means a device upon which any person
may ride, propelled by human power through a belt, chain or gears and having one or more wheels in tandem or other arrangement. Cycles with wheels
of at least twenty inches in diameter and frame size of at least fourteen inches
shall be subject mandatory to this section. Others may be licensed by owner
upon request.
History: L. 1973, ch. 16, § 1.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 51 Am. Jur. 2d Licenses and
Permits § 33.

C.J.S. - 53 C.J.S. Licenses § 30.
Key Numbers. - Licenses e,, 11(1) et. seq.

CHAPTER 22
PORT AUTHORITIES
Section
11-22-1. Definition of "port authority."

11-22-1.

Definition

Section
11-22-2. Authority of state or political subdivision to establish port authority.

of "port authority."

As used in this act:
(1) "Port authority" means a commission established by the state of
Utah, or any political subdivision thereof, or any combination thereof,
with the authority to designate a port district and to plan, finance, develop, operate or regulate transportation, distribution or other facilities,
including manufacturing or assembling all types of personal property,
which promote and protect commerce.
History: L. 1974, ch. 3, § 1.
Compiler's Notes. This section as
enacted did not contain a subdivision designation "(2)."

Meaning of "this act". - The term "this
act", referred to near the beginning of this section, means Laws 1974, Chapter 3, which appears as §§ 11-22-1 and 11-22-2.
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11-22-2. Authority of state or political subdivision
tablish port authority.

to es-

The state of Utah, or any county, municipality, or combination thereof, may
establish, operate and maintain a port authority pursuant to provisions of the
constitution and laws of the state of Utah and of the United States of America.
Any port authority established by a municipality may be located within, partially within or outside of the boundaries of that city. The police power of a
municipality extends to the entire area of any port authority established by
that municipality. Any unit of government establishing a port authority may
expend its public funds to establish, operate or maintain the same.
History: L. 1974, ch. 3, § 2.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Utah Law Review. - Utah Legislative
Survey - 1974, 1974 Utah L. Rev. 622.

CHAPTER 23
SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICTS
Section
11-23-1.
11-23-2.
11-23-3.
11-23-4.
11-23-5.

Short title.
Definitions.
Purpose.
Establishing service districts.
Establishment of district by resolution based on motion or petition.
11-23-6. Resolution proposing district to include part of another subdivision or district - Action by
governing body of other entity
- Amendment on rejection Jurisdiction on approval.
11-23-7. Notice of intention to establish district Contents - Public
hearing.
11-23-8. Publication or posting of notice of intention.
11-23-9. Protests - Procedures - Effect.
11-23-10. Petition or protest - Signing Corporation or property held by
more than one.
11-23-11. Adoption ofresolution-Judicial
review.
11-23-12. Service district as separate body politic - Supervision and control
- Governing authority - Delegation to administrative control
board, officers or employees.
11-23-13. Service district - Rights, powers
and authority.

Section
11-23-14. Budget and funds of service district
- County or municipal laws
govern.
11-23-15. Borrowing power - Issuance of
bonds and notes - Use of proceeds.
11-23-16. Bonds payable from taxes - Limitations.
11-23-17. Guaranteed bonds.
11-23-18. Service district indebtedness not enforceable against state, county,
municipality,
school district,
other public corporations.
11-23-19. Fees or charges for services or facilities.
11-23-20. Delinquent fees and charges.
11-23-21. Tax levy and bonds - Approval by
majority of electors voting in
election - Procedure for election.
11-23-21.5. Intent of legislature regarding
bond elections - Majority vote
- Validation of elections.
11-23-22. Issuance of bonds and tax levy approved - Proposition.
11-23-23. Exceptions to election requirements.
11-23-24. Administrative control board - Appointment or election of members - Qualifications - Terms
- Powers - Compensation Filing requirements.
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